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Our B 7 portable mixer, the bestseller in this
range, is very simular in construction to the B
6. The 10:1 standard reduction gear allows
the mixing of materials with the highest
grade of viscosity.

Furthermore a 7:1 or 6:1 reduction gear is
available for mixing materials requiering it
creased mixing speeds. The B 7 (B 75 the
same, but with standard-motor) is driven by
a drill drive with a standard size 43 mm-
diameter neck.

The casting gear has great durability and a
reliability. The reduction gear protects the
drill (overloading) in the same way as the 10 :
1 ratio.

The two counter-rotating mixing tools force
the mixing medium through the stirrers. This
mode of operation ensures a perfect mixing
process. The special design of mixing tools
causes that 2/3 of the mixing material to be
driven upwards and 1/3 to be driven down.
Therefore we have a splash free mixing
process. The beba mixing process allows for
effortless handling.

Our special design of mixing tools come in
two types: Flat-steel and round-steel. We
advise the round-steel version for air free
mixtures. Furthermore, when the round-
steel tools are used, there is no additional
heat production within the mixture.

We advise the flat-steel versions for a rapid
mixing time. Both versions assure a very
high mixing quality in a short time.

B 7 portable mixer

B 75 portable mixer



Advantages:
mixing tools (drill drive)

- Compatability with all Euroneck drill drivers

- Mixing volume: 10 - 70 liter (fluid to highly viscous)

- Speed-controlled
- Maintenance free
- Casting gear for high sturdiness and durability
- No clumps due to high torque
- Splash free
- Air-free-mixing (round steel)
- Traditional quick-action-coupling system

- Beba system allows effortless handling

B 7/ B 75 Portable Mixer

B 7 gear with round steel stirrers
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B 7 / B 75 Portable Mixer - options

B 75-DH portable mixer
in compressed air execution

without mixing tools

B 7-D portable mixer
without mixing tools

B 7/75 mixing tools
in round steel

B 7 as mixstation
with B 76-M stand

B 7 portable mixer
quick-action coupling

B 7 as mixstation
with B 76-M stand
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